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read the lesson, the Litany, or preach the sermon, etir. when non le'gati to call on the name of .3'
and wany other things 01 the -kind. Flow ninny tr 4), and by t ii i. Serpent (Iii 3 4 etc.).
Troll e rrioliS i1itestjn'is mnuit naturally have arisen When emphasis is laid oil I od abstract nature,
coniceriritrg the ritual of saer Ike. involving, as it especially in contrast to than, Git iOn 32 (seerr much niainud work These things were slow, iii. 3. B). (3 In the construct state, vlien
originally rlte'ided, it is probable, by local 'imstonr. with a following word it is used descriptively of
When religious worship had become centralized at God, as ' God of Abraham,' 'of heaven and earth,'
.1 i'rnrsiilctn they would probably be settled antirori. etc., Grr 24 26 etc.
tatirely by the body of priests, who are likely to B. The separation of J and E in mixed passages,have followed in the urrain the traditions of the and those especially in which the name of God is
old sanctuary of Jerusalem. (7) But when the litre for any of the reasons given not a sufficient
of tradition was broken by the Exile the need criterion, as in the later books of the Ilexa
would have arisen for more elaborate diretions, teach, is a matter of considerable difficulty, there
arid we do actually find the prophet Ezekiel friun- being no characters of J or E so marked as to
ing it sort of manual of ritual, though in some enable us (as we could with 1) and F) at once to
respects ideal and visionary (chs. 40-48). (8) But assign the sections in which they occur to either
the troubles and distnrh.ances 'which fobowed upon source; but it can i12 most cases be decided with a
the Restoration must have made it difficult to fair degree of certainty. Moreover, the more the
establish any complete system of worship, and w passages which can be definitely assigned to one
do not hear of any complete religious organization source or the other, the easier tire task becomes,till the time of Ezra. It would probably then be I ocause we obtain a larger number of criteria bynear the truth to say that P is the resnlt (f the which to recognize either source. But in spitereligious movement which began ei'ith Ezekiel in of the labours of critics there still remains a con
Babylon, and found its completoin 6¬/t Ezra. sideruble number of passages in 'which the division
Just as the book of the Law found in the house of of sources is very uncertain. There is, too, alwaysJ" in Josiah's reign was D, or the nucleus of D, a certain danger of using as criteria coniparaso it is likely that the law-book read by Ezra, tivcly rare words or phrases, which posailly byNelt 8, was I, or the essential part of I'. It is accident happen to occur once or twice in one
important to observe that the legal ordinances seurce-or the other. The reasonings by which the
referred to in Neh are to be found in P rather than critical results are obtained are very complicated.in D; for example, the custom of dwelling in They are chiefly those suggested by breaks in the
bootlrnn, s. narrative, points of contact, whether by continuity




3. JE. The Jahwistic and Blohlstfc Sources.- of language or connexion of subject, with known EA. When we have taken away from the Hexateuch or J fragments, and the like. Such argumentsall the passages which can with a fair degree of are often more trustworthy than those derived
probability be assigned to D or P,. we find-that from vocabulary. We can make this clearer bythe remainder forms a fairly complete and horno. analyzing Gn 32 as air example. Here the'eis o
geneous whole, giving us, by a succession of P passage, and the whole certainly belongs to
narratives more or less connected, an outline of JE. Vv. t and 2 (Heb.- , and so on with the otherJewish history from the Creation to the Settle- verses) are obviously the conclusion of an E
nrerrt in Palestine, in fact covering, speaking section (3P'32), the mine Elohim being used
generally, the saline ground as P. This remainder throughout and constantly, though the section

me nright have regarded as one literary source, were has no P characteristics. It will be seen on examiit not that a difi-rence of authorship is discovered, to that. vv.3' beleng to J. For (11 there is
&b

the use of Elokim and J' in Gn-Ex 3 (mee no apparent continuity between vy.2 and 2. (2)On
v., ii. D), which enables us to distinguish at the other hand, vv.5 form a narrative oontjnu

once a certain number of sections as belonging to J one in itself without any obvious breaks, and theand E respectively. Thus to J belong 2-4 5 tame is true of vv.u1. (3) Vv.3'° contain paral.61.4 7-8 (piiy.) 9 106-19- 31 111-9 l2'' 5.10 1301. help, differing in detail, both with the preceding and55.11$. 12500 15 (with some mixture perhaps of E), the following paragraphs, and therefore belong4-14 18. l91 22°' (unless the insertion of a to a diflèrent source front either. Thus v.1'gives areviser) 24. 2813-"38.39. To Ewe may with equal different explanation of Mahanaim from that given
certainty assign 20117 21' 22 2S''- 17-V 3j4.17. in v.1, and in Jacob is (a) again described18-44 31_3Q2 4G-42. 45 (almost entirely) 4601 as dividing his property in view of the conning of
48!. 2. 8-22 5Ø18.26" But in other sections either the Esau, but (b) dmlf/'erea(ly, each drove by itself,




,-ramtj of God seldom occurs, or the names at first vv.2 IT, instead of the whole into two, v.T, and
sight seem- used indifferently, the sections being in (c) with a different pin-pose, in order to propitiatethe latter case generally compounded, is a close his brother by degrees with an accumulation of
examination shows, of both sources. After Exodus, peace-offerings, VV. 7-2D, not that one might escapethough we can readily see that both sources if Esan attacked the other, as in v.; (d) the pro.still continue, the distinction becomes more diffi- perty is differently described, goats being added,
cult, because though E, unlike P, still uses the slaves-male and femalo-ontitted, or rather male
name Elohim sometimes, .1" is more generally slaves mentioned, not as part of the proposedused; but even here this occasional use of Elohin& present, but as having charge of it, cf. vv.'"
is often helpful in discovering E sections. The with '. Again, v. is a repetition of v.".
irixtnre of divine names in thi-Ex 3 sometimes (4) Again, both vv.8-1 and 1fl have points of
arises from the fact that Epupose1y uses the name contact with other known J and E sections ro
J" and vice versd.. Thus E of necessity used the spectivehy. Thus thepossessions of32'Tcorrespondname J" in Ex 314 itself, but also in Ga , where very closely with 3O, which belongs to J's accountthe nnv.ne has a peculiar emphasis, the point being of the manner in which Jacob obtained lila wealth
that Jacob promises to worship his country's God by tmiy, 30', and stands in contrast to E'seven in a strange land; the name is, however, account, which describes it its a mirtid revealed-bysometimes assigned to a reviser. This is probably God in a dream, 3j417, or, at any rate, as so ex
tire ease also with Un 22, unless it be actually a plilnod by ,Jacob. The latter passage is marked
Jahwistie passage inserted in the E story. On the as E's by the constant use of Etoins. Again,other hand, Elohinn is sometimes used by J (1) 32' refers to 3l, an evidently .1 passage. So fam
When God is spoken of by those not in covenant all is clear, but in vv.t', which has the appearancewith J', as by Adam and Eve before the tinre of of a complete anti unnn' -ied passage, there is some
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